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EMTEQ Introduces 115VAC LED Lighting for the 787
Greenpoint Technologies Selects EMTEQ as Interior Lighting Supplier for Two Boeing
787 VIP Completions
New Berlin, Wis., USA (March 2014) – EMTEQ receives contract award from Greenpoint Technologies
to provide LED interior lighting for two Boeing 787 VIP completions.
EMTEQ has supported Greenpoint Technologies for more than nine years supplying primarily Interior
LED Lighting for completions of Boeing VIP aircraft.
The program utilizes EMTEQ’s newest lighting products including white wash and dome lighting. These
products showcase EMTEQ’s latest technological advancements to operate directly from115VAC wild
frequency. This significant advantage eliminates the need for a Transformer Rectifier Unit (TRU) and the
added cost and weight associated with it. Both products represent EMTEQ’s smart lighting advancements
eliminating separate LRUs while still interfacing with CMS system through an RS-485 interface.
“EMTEQ is the expert for LED lighting for the VIP completion market with a strong product line of both
white lighting and full spectrum mood lighting, but also a strong ability to develop products unique to the
aircraft,” said Eric Beverage, EMTEQ’s Director-Global Technical Business Development. “We
understand the integration process and our newest lights being used on this program show just why we
are the leading lighting supplier for VIP completions.”
Upon receipt of the STC, EMTEQ will be receiving PMA for the associated lighting products on the
Boeing 787 platform.
###

About EMTEQ
As a global aerospace company, EMTEQ’s commitment to the collaborative advancement of aircraft products keeps
our customers at the forefront of technology. EMTEQ offers an extensive selection of innovative, value add products
and services for both retrofit and forward fit applications in the commercial and business aviation markets. Products
range from cables to integrated installation kits; from cabin power to LED lighting; and from structures to exterior
lighting. From multi-faceted, complex programs to production overload needs, EMTEQ complements our products
with comprehensive program management and full engineering, design, and certification services. Employing more
than 600 employees worldwide, offices and manufacturing facilities are located in New Berlin, WI; Miramar, Florida;
Great Falls, MT; Winnipeg, Canada; Montreal, Canada; São José dos Campos, Brazil; Bachenbülach, Switzerland.
EMTEQ complies with EN/JSIQ/AS9100:2004, ISO9001:2008, or EN9100:2003 standards backed with FAA/EASA
Part 145 Repair Stations and global technical support. Learn more about EMTEQ at www.emteq.com.

About Greenpoint Technologies
Greenpoint Technologies is a premier Boeing Business Jet (BBJ) Completion Center, creating superior aircraft
products and VIP completions exclusively for Boeing aircraft. Greenpoint provides turnkey VIP completions with an
exemplary 99% on-time delivery rate in over 25 years of private ownership. The Greenpoint company umbrella

	
  

	
  

encompasses all disciplines in-house from engineering and design to manufacturing and installation of VIP interiors;
enabling manufacture of interiors structure, VIP cabinetry, custom machined parts and aircraft heavy maintenance.
The company embodies a continuous improvement culture reflected in its lean operations, positive client surveys and
extremely low attrition rate. Strategic goals focus on the client experience by incorporating quality, commitment and
craftsmanship into every program. To learn more about Greenpoint Technologies, visit www.greenpnt.com.

	
  

